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Reflection of light worksheet grade 8

CBSE Class 8 Science Worksheet - Light Part B - Practice Worksheet for CBSE Students. Prepared by teachers at the best CBSE schools in India.BAL Balati Public School Gangaram Hospital MARGFORMATIVE Assessment NO: 2 Subjects: Science Class - VIII Assignment NO: Chapter 2 - LIGHTQ1. Fillup:1) Images
formed by planar mirrors have a incidence is_______________.3) part of the light known as part of the terminal _ light in dividing the light into its color cells______________.5) in the vicinity of light and is part of the nearby light hairy muscle _, during distant vision, they expand. 6) ____________lens is present in the eye.
Eagle has more_ and less_9) smooth polished surface is__________a reflection of light by reflection.10) ____________nerves connects the eyes to the brain. The second quarter. Choose the right answer: 1. The Braille system was developed in a) 1891 c) 1791 b) 1888 d) 18212. The image formed by the planar mirror
is a) always real c) always virtual b) sometimes real &amp; sometimes d) realistic, but reduced the virtual according to the distance of the object from the mirror. No. For multiple images formed by two planar mirrors, when the angle between them is 72°a)4c)5 b)6d)74. A person is standing 5m away from the mirror of an
airplane. What is the distance between him and the image?a) 5m c) 0m b) 10m d) 15mQ3.a) Visually challenged person reads &amp; write.______________b) any surface._____________c-hitting ray) eye._____________d) Smooth and glowing surface Bounces light direction._________________Q3 the same or
different environments. Why do night birds have an unusual night vision? How can vision persistence help you move still images? 5th quarter. (a) Cornea (b) pupil (c) c) ciliato muscle (d) Explain the function of iris Q6. If two planar mirrors are placed at an angle between them, why do we see multiple images? Why is
vitamin A essential to us? Q8. What are the common eye defects? To get a lot of points in the exam, you need to download and practice these worksheets for free. CBSE Class 8 Science Worksheet - Click on Optical Part B to view or download pdf files › Click on other scientific research materials › The intent of this
article is to inform you of the importance of writing within a given word limit while attempting to review the CBSE Board of Directors. Every single question in the board's exam has pre-specified word limits and should be understood by all students. The Aryabata Ganito Challenge (AGC) was launched by the CBSE Board
of Directors in 2019 to enhance mathematical abilities among students. To reach out to the largest students across the country, the Board will host the Aryabataganit Challenge on the DIKSHA platform.This article is there to guide students on the course of action they should follow if they receive a CBSE question paper
at the school as well as the Board Exam Center. There are some important aspects before starting the exam. The intention of this article is to make it easier for students to revise the entire course for the annual school and board exams, the 5 most efficient tips to present before presenting before you. CBSE pioneered
the offering of digital academic documents through an academic repository called Parynam Manjusha and DigiLocker. Currently, results data from 2004 to this year is available in the repository. Approximately 12 crore of digital academic documents are available. BRICSMATH. COM is the annual international online
competition of mathematics for students in class I-XII (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa, Indonesia and Vietnam) in 07 BRICS countries. The competition will be held online .com the website www.bricsmath.CBSE Worksheet-01 Class-VIII The amount of light reflected from the science (light) object depends on _
The material of a surface is a form of energy that gives us sight, both in the length of the surface and in the nature of the surface .c_. The reflected light refraction dispersion month is _. Which is the non-luminous body semi-luminous body black body non-luminescent body? Solar polestar all above matches the column:-
a. Smooth surface i) Upright image b. Erection ii) Diffuse reflection c. Uneven surface iii) Divide the light into colors d. Spectral iv) Regular reflections e. Dispersion v) Fill seven color band blanks:- The image is clearly visible on the surface. The area in the eye that has no vision in the eye. If you want to bounce rays off
the surface of an object, it's called _. __ is a smooth and highly refined reflective surface. What is the law of reflection? Write the right words by writing the correct letters in the right order. CBSE Worksheet-01 Class-VIII Science (Light) [Answer] d b a c a. iv, b. i, c. ii, d. v, e. iii. Polished or smooth, Retina, dead angle,
reflection, mirror. When light falls on the smooth surface of a plane, it follows a certain law called the law of reflection. They - when the rays fall on the smooth surface of the plane, they reflect off the same medium so that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incident. Incident rays, reflected rays, and normals are
all on the same plane. The rays that enter (fall) on the surface are called incident rays. A ray of light reflected from a surface is called a reflection line.Vertical lines drawn at reference points to a surface are called normals. The angle created by a reflection ray using normals at the point of reflection is called the reflection
angle. The angle at which the incident ray was successfully created at the point of incident is called the incident angle. The first image shows normal reflections, and the second shows irregular reflections. i) Incident ii) Reflection You can create printable tests and worksheets from these Grade 8 light and optical



questions! Then add the selected question to the test button and then go to another page. On this page, there is a light class 8 practice question CBSE. Don't forget that you like them and at the end of the page, you will like social shahs and comments. (1) _ at the time of occurrence is called normal. (2) _If the two
mirrors are kept parallel to each other, the screen is sensitive to light. (4) Kaleidoscopes operate on the principle of _. (5) When dividing white light into component colors, it is called _. (6) The color part of the eye is _. (7) ________muscles change the _ _ of the eye lens. (8) The normal value of __ is about 25 cm. (10) _
can be modified using a concave lens with the appropriate focal length. (11) Refraction occurs because the __ of light is different in different media. (12) When white light passes through the prism, it will be _ (13) In kaleidoscopes, mirrors create angles of _ with each other. (14) English Braille system uses dots. (15)
Negative displacement occurs due to refraction of _ Answer (1) Vertical (2) Retina (3) Infinity (4) Multiple Reflections (5) Dispersion (6) Iris (7) Hairy Body, Thickness (8) Pericate (9) Rainbow (10) Myopia (11) Velocity (12) Deviation (12) Response If the incident and reflected rays do not actually meet in the image, this is a
virtual image. Question 2 What are the characteristics of an image formed by a planar mirror? Question 3 What is the function of the submarine's periscope? Question 4 Did you calculate the number of images formed by the planar mirror and keep the angles of 30o from each other? 30 -1 n = 12 - 1 n = 11 Images
Question 5 What are the main structural differences between convex and concave mirrors?It will be off the edge. Question 6 What is lens aperture? Question 7 What foods should you eat to get vitamin A properly? Answer Vitamin A helps improve vision, so you need to have a diet rich in vitamin A, including pumpkin,
mango, carrot, yum, dairy products, eggs and fish. Question 8 What causes refraction? Question 9 Stars appear to be slightly higher in the sky than they really are? Question 10 Do you distinguish the near and far points? Question 11 What is the difference between reflection and refraction of light? Question 12 Give a
reason - (a) Is concave lenses also known as divergent lenses? (b) Objects visible through the prison are displayed in color. (c) Is the object not clearly visible if it gets too close to the eye? (a) In the case of concave lenses, the rays do not actually fit, but appear to diverge from a point called a principle focus. (b) because
the beam of light after passing through the prison was formed by a seven-color bend called a spectrum. (c) You can only see the image if the image is formed on retina If the image is focused on the shape or back, the image appeared blurry. Question 13 Distinguish between lens convergence and divergence?Answer to
convergent lenses:- Convergent (convex) lenses are thicker in the middle and thinner at the edges. The convergence lens bends the rays that pass through it inward. Divergent lens: The divergent (concave) lens is thin in the center and has a thicker end. The divergent lens bends the rays passing outward. Question 14
Why a pencil immersed in water appears to bend to the surface of the water The pencil immersed in water appears to bend to the surface of the water due to refraction. Question 1. What does landscape mean? Question 2.How do I experimentally find an image of an object created by a planar mirror? Question 3.Draw a
ray diagram to find an image of an object placed at 5 cmAirplane mirrors? Question 4. Distinguish between normal and diffuse reflections. Do you want to draw a diagram showing two types of reflections? What is kaleidoscope? What is it based on? Question 7. Do you distinguish myopia from super metropia? Question
8.Question 9.Questions explaining the persistence of vision 10.Do you explain the main focus of spherical lenses with the help of neat illustrations? Question 11.How is the rainbow formed? Question 13. Do you list the reasons and explain that the path of the rays on the glass slab takes until it comes out of the slab?
Question 14. What does eye adjustment mean? What does it mean to give the eyes the power of accommodation? Question 15. Does the coin stored at the bottom of a glass bowl full of water appear to be higher than it really is? Explain why this happens. Question 1. Which of the following is right about rods and cones
in the human eye? (a) Cones are sensitive to dim light. (b) Cones are sensitive to bright light. (c) Rods are sensitive to bright light. (d) Rod can sense color. Question 2. The magnification generated by the planar mirror is (a)-1(b)zero(c)+1(d) infinity question 3. Dividing light into its component colors is a question 4 called
(a) light refraction (b) spectrum (c) diffring of light (d) dissoion of light. If the incident angle is 30°, what is the reflection angle from question 5 of planar mirror (a)30°(b)90°(c)60°(d)0°. A part of the light in-in-control eye is called (a) iris (b) cornea (c) brick (d) lens question 6. An object 10 cm high is placed at a distance of 50
cm from the planar mirror. The size of the image looks like this: (a) 20cm (b) 40cm (c) 10cm (d) 100cm Question 7.Visually impaired people can also read with their fingers using a special alphabet called :-a. Braille b. Brill c. Bharal d. Braille Question 8. Images formed by planar mirrors: (a) always real (b) always virtual (c)
sometimes actual virtual (d) without these questions 9. The types of lenses in the human eye are a. convex b. concave c. mixture d. None of these questions are 10. The properties of a planar mirror that show right to the left or vice versa are called (a) vertical inversion (b) refraction (c) reflection (d) horizontal inversion
answer 1. b 2.c 3.d 4.5.6.c 7.d 8.b 9.Copy the following text light class 8 questions and answers, 10.d link to this page Also read Class 8 Math Class 8 Science
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